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The future lies within our minds...Paralyzed in a workplace accident, Lox’s life is looking bleak.
He can't even use the cutting-edge hardware that would allow him to play in the full-immersion-
games that have become so popular. This all changes when he hears from New Universal
Frontiers, the company with the best game out there: World of Magic.They offer him the ability to
use their hardware despite his injuries, but at a cost... he can never leave the game.Once in the
game world, Lox quickly realizes that there is a lot more to this new realm than just a game.
Given a class that everyone thinks is useless due its inherent dangers, Lox begins a long and
painful series of trials, some of them explosive, almost all of them dangerous as he masters his
magical abilities.As Lox explores the depths of this world's magic system, he soon discovers
there is a lot more going on here than anyone ever expected.World of Magic is a LitRPG/
GameLit series that features leveling, advanced magic systems, dungeon crawling, world
exploration, and much more. It's perfect for fans of books like Emerilia, World Tree, and Ascend
Online.
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open and quickly found the flashing icon on the screen in front of him. “Open email,” he said. The
icon of a mail envelope expanded to take up the whole screen, showing him the new item in his
inbox. The item was from New Universal Frontiers (NUF); he paused before opening it. He had
sent his application to NUF two months ago. He had been waiting for this email with growing
trepidation for the last two weeks as the usual period for receiving a response drew to a close.
Opening the email, he read.You have been accepted into the Second Chance Program through
New Universal Frontiers. Please contact us when you are ready to begin your journey to the
Worlds of Magic. Remember, all affairs that require your presence must be arranged before
starting the process as you will never again have a physical form in this world!Attached is a
suggested checklist of legal and personal affairs that should be considered and resolved before
beginning the journey.Also, remember you can change your mind at any point up until you are



inducted into the Worlds of Magic.Best wishes,NUF Second Chance Program.“The future lies in
our minds.” Brad Rutherford, CEO of New Universal Frontiers. “I made it in!” Lox exclaimed with
joy, startling his caretaker, Tyler. Lox was so excited, he would have danced if he could still move
more than his facial features. That realization quickly brought his high spirits back into check.
About nine months ago, an accident at work had robbed him of all movement from his neck
down and even the ability to use full dive virtual tech due to a blow to the back of his neck dealt
by a crane.The surgeons said that he would live, but there was no way for them to give him
movement back without a surgery that had an over 90% failure rate, with failure meaning death.
Now he was stuck in a wheelchair controlled by his thoughts. Fortunately, he was still able to
speak, but that was his world now.The owner of the company had done his best to compensate
Lox, arranging for his assisted living for the foreseeable future and insisting on getting him the
most advanced wheelchair available, and giving him a two-million-dollar settlement. While the
money was excellent, there was little he could do with it.The owner, William Trevion, knew it, so a
few months ago, he had offered to write a letter of support for Lox to get into the Second Chance
Program. Lox had been a mechanical engineer. William had been confident that that fact, along
with his letter, would get Lox in. The program didn’t often get specialists applying to it.The
Second Chance Program was provided by New Universal Frontiers for those, like Lox, who had
lost the ability to live a fulfilling life before sixty. It used the hyper-advanced NUF technology to
fully immerse them into the virtual reality game Worlds of Magic. The only limitation was that you
had to have some severe physical impairment, be under the age of 60, and be willing to never
leave the game once in.Even with those criteria, the company still received thousands of
requests to be accepted into the program and only took one hundred new people every year.I
really can’t believe I got in! Lox mused to himself. If his circumstances had been different, he
would never be willing to spend the rest of his life inside of a virtual world. Unlike full-time
gamers who had capsules that allowed them to spend months in at a time, Lox enjoyed the real
world too much to give it up for a fake one.It doesn’t seem fair; I worked so hard to get here just
to have it all taken away by some idiot not paying attention.Mr. Trevion’s son had been operating
the crane. He had accidentally run it into Lox because he wasn’t paying attention to what he was
doing.“Congrats!” Tyler beamed. “Worlds of Magic is the most amazing game to ever come out. I
am kind of jealous of you. I only wish I could play.”While sincere, Tyler's words struck a chord
with Lox and caused him to spiral back down as he thought about all that he had lost.“Yeah, I
guess,” he sulked. “It sure beats being stuck in this body.”“I am so sorry, Lox; I didn't mean any
offense.” “I know that, Tyler. I just have very mixed emotions about it. But I am trying to count the
blessings I still have, and so I will try to make the most of it.” He fell silent, his emotions
rebounding again. He felt sorry for Tyler. He knew that he hadn’t been one of his easiest patients
to care for, with his emotions continually bouncing all over the place. But who could blame him?
He was just out of college with a degree in mechanical engineering and had a bright future
ahead of him.“I cannot thank you enough for all you have done for me, Tyler. I know I have been
difficult to be around, but you have helped me to pull through this.” He put his thoughts to



words.“Aye, it is no problem, man. You had a tough hand dealt to you this last year. Most people
don’t handle it as well as you have; trust me, I would know.” Tyler chuckled.Lox grunted, “If you
say so. Anyways, they sent me a checklist I should get to work on.”“Anything I can help
with?” “Not really; most of the stuff I have to do are things I have already dealt with or don’t apply
to me.” Financially, he had no debt. The money he had received had covered any obligations he
had and left him with plenty of money in his bank account.I guess I just need to call a few friends
and my boss to let them know that I got in.He mentally ran through the checklist they provided.
Indeed, the only phone call that mattered was the one to his boss. He had few people he truly
called friends. Those friends he did reach out to all promised to try and find him in-game.“Call
Trevion,” he said aloud.Before long, he heard Trevion pick up. “Hello, Mr. Stellacus,” Trevion’s
gruff voice greeted him. “What can I do for you today?”“I was just calling to let you know that I got
accepted into the Second Chance Program.”“That is great news!” he said excitedly. “When do
you leave?”“Just as soon as I finish tying up my affairs.”“Can I do anything to help you get
ready?” He knew Trevion still felt guilty over the accident, but he didn't want to take advantage of
that guilt too much.“Actually, I could use some advice on what to do with my house.”A week later,
he was ready to go. With Trevion’s help, he set it up so that his house would be managed by a
high-quality rental company and sold by said company if the rent became unprofitable. They
would also handle the aspects of moving his things out of the house and donating anything of
value to various charity organizations. He had been keeping NUF informed on his progress, and
all he had to do now was call them to come to pick him up to begin the journey to his new life.His
final bit of business was working with NUF, facilitating the transfer of all his assets to his parents.
They were a hard-working couple in Montana and would have greater use for the money than he
would ever have. New Universal Frontiers had arrangements with the government that allowed
people in the Second Chance program to transfer money to their chosen beneficiaries with just a
simple inheritance tax instead of dealing with a colossal gift tax.Lox had called his parents to tell
them about him sending his money to them. They weren’t super thrilled about what they saw as
him giving up on the real world, but they had promised to come to visit him when they got a
chance. He knew that while they might disagree about the whole philosophical debate around
him living out his life in virtual space that they would still come to visit him.They were just
heading into harvest, though, and told him that it would at least be a few months before they
could get the capsule to enter the game. It would be much longer for Lox, as the game had a
considerable time compression factor, meaning that for every day that passed in the real world,
four days would pass in the game.“Call New Universal Frontiers’ Denver office,” he said with the
nervous feeling you get as you open the door to a new phase of your life. “New Universal
Frontiers, how may we help you?” a sweet voice greeted him.“Hello, this is Lox Stellacus. I am
ready to be picked up,” he said, feeling as if a heavy weight lifted off of him.“Great to hear.
Specialists have been dispatched to your listed location. Have a safe trip.” And with a click, she
was gone.The hour it took for them to get there seemed to pass in an instant, and before he
knew it, they were on their way to the airport. The car drove right out onto the tarmac to a parked



airplane where a man wearing a tux greeted him as he exited the vehicle, with the help of the
driver.“Mr. Stellacus, my name is Charon Styx. While we are in flight, I will be helping make sure
your transition into the Worlds of Magic goes as smoothly as possible.” He winked.“Nice to meet
you. I am excited to get started.” Lox smiled. There was a familiar feeling he got about that name,
but the feeling quickly fled his mind as if gently pushed out before he could ask about the
name.“Great to hear. Let's get you on board.”The flight was about six hours long; much of it
passed by going over legal documents and such things. Lox digitally signed countless different
forms throughout the trip. Everything from an NDA on something he might see in the lab to an
arrangement about giving NUF the ability and clearance to transfer funds on his behalf from his
Earth bank accounts into the game. Then, just as their island headquarters came into view,
Charon brought his attention to one last document. “Alright, here is the point of no return, legally
speaking. You still can physically back out before induction. But this is the last document stating
that you understand all you have signed and also realize you can never leave the game once you
enter it,” Charon said with finality.Lox barely glanced over it and signed it. Looking at Charon, he
sighed. “To be honest, I am struggling to even remember what the last two documents were even
about.”“We can go back over them again,” Charon said with the same cheery attitude he started
with six hours ago.“No! Don’t!” he exclaimed. “You do, and I swear I will find a way to stand up
and jump out of the plane!”He laughed. “I know it is a lot; why else do you think we do it on a
plane where people can’t escape. But the worst is over now. From here forward, it should be
smooth sailing, so to speak.”Before long, the plane touched down. Getting off the plane, they
were led toward the facility covering most of the island by a couple of attendants. Standing in the
entrance, Lox saw a man; he was a tall man with a full head of silver hair and matching beard,
both immaculately groomed. His face was angular but not overly sharp, and his grey hair and
beard perfectly complemented his piercing blue eyes.“Is that Brad Rutherford?” Lox asked
Charon.“Yes, that is. He likes to personally meet all participants of the Second Chance Program
in the real world before the transition,” Charon responded.“This must be Mr. Stellacus,” Brad said
in a deep booming voice that perfectly matched the imposing figure he struck.“Yes, sir,” Charon
said. “I'll leave him with you. I must be off to pick up another candidate.” “Very well.” Mr.
Rutherford turned toward Lox. As Charon turned to leave, Lox found his tongue again, “Thanks
for the help.” “It was my pleasure,” Charon said over his shoulder as he walked away. “It is a
pleasure to meet you, Mr. Rutherford.” Lox turned his chair back toward him.“Please call me
Brad.” He gestured for Lox to follow him. “I always like to walk new players to the lab so I can at
least put a name to the faces of the people who have come to call my creation their home. Do
you have any questions about this whole thing that I can answer?” His voice was such a deep,
rich baritone that it sucked Lox in, partially enchanting him.“I am sure this is a question that most
people ask you, but why can we never come out? That was never really explained.”“You can’t
come out because you most likely wouldn’t survive the process. Without going into super-
detailed explanations, it is like this. For us to be able to help people like you, we have to insert
thousands of tiny probes into your brain. These probes connect directly with the tissue, making



removing you from the pod almost impossible.”“I guess that is true. That was the only thing I
really wondered about.” The idea of all those needles made his skin crawl.“Really? Most people
are full of questions.”“Yeah, I answered the other questions I had myself through my own
research."“Most people hardly even look at the manuals, much less understand them. It is not
often we get people who have the background to grasp what they mean.”“Well, I am an
engineer,” Lox said, chuckling along with Brad.“Tis true. I guess I will have to trust you.” Brad
laughed. “Do you have a plan for once you are in the game?”“Yes, I do.” He had played the game
some before his accident and had enjoyed it a lot. After applying for the program, Lox spent
almost all of his months stuck in his chair, researching the game in-depth, making plans for how
he was going to build his new life in the game.Brad and Lox ended up chatting for several hours.
They parted as friends, Brad promising to eventually come to find Lox in the game world to see
how he was doing. He took Lox to the lab, where he would begin the process of induction. He left
him there with a beautiful doctor named Persephone. She and her assistant helped to transfer
Lox into a pod. Just before closing the lids, she said in a sweet and seductive voice, “This is your
last chance to change your mind. Are you ready?”“Yes, I am,” he replied firmly.The lid closed,
and the world went black.“Welcome to Worlds of Magic.”The icon of a tiny solar system flashed
in front of Lox’s eyes in a pitch-black world that he appeared to be floating in. Below the image
was a bar filling up with a description of what was happening, flashing so quickly by, he only got
a few of the items listed.“Pod boot-up started.”“Initializing connections
34,614/1,000,000.”“Checking base node connections 10/10.”“Beginning consciousness
transfer.”“Induction started.”“Final checks.”“Current player population online
31,637,120”“Beginning character creation.”The loading screen disappeared and was replaced
by a document on what looked to be parchment; he quickly began to read. He wasn’t one to
gloss over the final documentation on what amounted to be the rest of his life.Welcome, Second
Chance user. We have detected that you have already created a character in Worlds of Magic.
However, due to the licensing related to your current situation, you are required to create a new
character. You will be given one gold per level of character in addition to the current total gross
character values, including all items, investments, and property value. Your amount to be
received at the nearest bank is 101 gold, 51 silver, and 83 copper.You also receive a one-time
ability to transfer in funds without a service charge. The amount and required forms should have
been dealt with before entering into the pod. If not, click here. The words "click here" were in blue
text. Also, due to your complete immersion, your pain sensitivity adjuster has been set to 100%.
This is for your benefit, since all our studies have shown higher sensitivity levels lead to more
complete immersion into the Worlds of Magic. Do not worry; there will be a very light level of
monitoring to watch for this being abused in the form of undue pain and torture inflicted by other
players. Have a beautiful day.“What!” Lox exclaimed. The character loss wasn’t unexpected, and
the money bonus he received was nice, but the pain-sensitivity thing was out of the left field. He
never once remembered it being mentioned, not that he genuinely minded since he had been
planning on setting it to 100% anyway. Still, it being placed there without his prior authorization



surprised him.In a way, it made a sort of sense, since they were trying to make people feel more
alive, but it still seemed wrong for them to do it without the player’s consent. Evidently, many
people had wondered about this because upon hitting “enter,” another short parchment flashed
up.Due to many questions regarding the pain levels, Worlds of Magic would like to remind you
that you agreed to this adjustment in section 2, page 4, paragraph 3 of the contracts you signed
en route to the island.Thank you.Well, I guess that answers that, he mused to himself.Upon
hitting “accept,” the character creation screen finally showed up. Lox had done extensive
research beforehand, so he already knew what race he was going to be. He quickly picked
Nalkor, followed by half-human. The game allowed half breeds between any of the playable
races where you could mix and match each race's traits.Each different race had different racial
abilities or attributes. However, he had not chosen the half breed Nalkor and human for the
characteristics. He took them more for the looks. He had always liked the idea of cat people, but
he had never wanted to be covered in fur. So, after much experimenting with the offline character
creator, he had come up with this mix. Depending on the combination of the races you picked,
your stat and race traits from it would affect your character's appearance.Lox ended up with a
character that actually looked mostly human. He did end up with a tail and ears that somewhat
resembled cats' ears, just larger, but other than that, he looked primarily human. His hair was a
dark blonde, and his tail was covered in similarly colored hair. The facial features were already
much like his own, thanks to the cameras in his pod, just with a much more feline cast to his
features. No whiskers, thank heavens; they would have driven him crazy. The only significant
difference was that he had cat eyes, which he set to be emerald green.After adjusting the frame
to make him look more like a runner than a lifter, he hit “accept.” Next came the name; he wrote
Lox Stellacus. He figured it was a good name, and since he was moving into the game
permanently, he saw no reason to change it forever.Next, a screen opened before his eyes,
which showed what was soon going to be his new body slowly rotating. The screen also showed
empty slots for his gear and a list of each stat with a short tooltip describing which each statistic
did on top of what looked to be a light wood background.While this body might not actually be
my real body, specifically speaking, this will be me for the rest of my life. How is this not me
then? Intelligence“Increases your overall spell potency and decreases your spell cast time
slightly.”Spirit“Increases your mana pool by 20 points per stat point and its rate of regeneration
by 0.05 mana per second along with increasing your mental fortitude, which, among other
things, increases your ability to endure pain up to 75% at 200 points in spirit.”Mana was how the
game measured the available magic power a player had access to.Vitality“Increases your total
health pool by 10 points per stat point and increases your combat health regeneration by 0.01
health per second and non-combat regeneration by 0.1 per second.”Resilience“Increases the
toughness of your body and increase your pain resistance max at the ability to overcome 75% of
pain at 200 points.”Strength“Increases physical damage and carrying capacity by 20 pounds per
stat point.”Endurance“Increases your stamina by 20 points per stat points and stamina
regeneration by .05 per second.”Agility“Increases your attack speed and movement



speed.”Dexterity“Increases your critical damage, critical chance, and spell cast speed.”Lox
received a total of 40 stat points to distribute to complete his character customization. You had to
have one in each stat to start the game, so he first fulfilled that requirement, leaving him with 32
points to distribute. He had already planned what to do and immediately put 20 points into
strength and the other 12 into resilience.He knew that in Worlds of Magic, you could increase
your stats through training, and that it got harder and harder to improve the stat points this way
as you got more and more points in that stat. He was going to play a magic-based character.
Since resilience and strength mattered little to his intended build, he put all his starting points
into them. This would allow him to reach higher levels in his other stats through training.The final
screen was his start location. Before him was a list of thousands of possible starting locations all
over the first world that players had to access. Lox picked the random start on a random whim
and hit ready. One final message popped up in his vision.Due to your involvement in the Second
Chance program, you have an option to undergo a series of aptitude, personality, and skills tests
before entering the game. The result of these tests will grant you a one-time use ability that will
modify your character, making your abilities and skills more aligned with who you were in the
previous world. This testing will take place at a hidden location in the Worlds of Magic. Due to
security issues, your memories of this testing will be removed.Warning:For this test to accurately
assess you, your character will be subjected to situations that place extreme mental, physical,
and emotional strain on it. While you will have no memory of these events, your character may
have some lingering effects that will take a few days to pass. This testing will take place over a
week.Do you accept these risks and conditions?y/nThinking to himself, how bad could this be,
Lox hit “yes,” and the world went completely black.2As the world slowly coalesced into
existence, Lox could feel his body come to life, starting at his head and working down his body. It
was a strange and wonderful feeling for Lox, who hadn’t been able to feel anything below his
neck for over six months.Opening his eyes, he found himself on a beach with a small shipwreck
behind him. A pretty standard game-opening setting, Lox thought as the world flashed around
him, and his interface showed up.Suddenly, Lox was overwhelmed with tiredness that seemed
to seep clear into his bones and mental fog that made even thinking feel like a huge challenge.
He glanced at where his health bar was and saw two flashing red scarlet icons. Upon inspection,
they read “extreme physical fatigue” and “extreme mental fatigue.” Groaning, he stumbled a few
feet before collapsing in unconsciousness again.Lox awoke again to a sharp prodding in his
side. Groaning, he looked up to see an old man with a long beard poking him with the end of an
ornate staff. “They told me you might be in rough shape when you arrived,” he said in a wizened
old voice. “But I never expected you to be this bad. I expected you to at least be able to make it
to my cottage before you collapsed; you must have really pushed the trials.”It took Lox a moment
to put together what the old man was saying. “W-who a-are you?” he barely managed to get
out.“Me, well, I am the great and powerful wizard, Thomas!” the old man said with much gusto
and bravado. “But never mind that now; let’s get you up and moving.”Before Lox could think to
react, Thomas shot a glowing green ball from his staff into Lox. Lox’s combat log appeared in the



middle of his vision. You have been hit with greater restoration. All ailments and debuffs have
been removed, and your health has been restored. Lox quickly moved the combat log box clear
down into the bottom right of his vision, where he would only see it if he wanted to.As he did, he
felt a wave of warm, soothing energy pulse through his body, and he sighed. That was a powerful
spell; maybe this geezer is really a powerful wizard after all.“Wow, thanks. I feel much better
now.” Lox got to his feet.Thomas waved his hand dismissively. “’Tis nothing. What I would like to
know is what you did do to get such harsh debuffs from the trials?” He raised an eyebrow at Lox.
“Most who take that blasted thing only have minor ailments when they exit it.”“I don’t remember.”
From Lox’s point of view, he had only just agreed to the testing a few moments ago.“I know, I
know.” Thomas waved his hand expressively. “Some big secret about the trials and their location.
If you ask me, it’s a big fuss over nothing. You will most likely eventually make your way there
sometime. But alas, people must have their secrets, now, mustn’t they?” He cackled, looking at
Lox with a little bit of a crazy gleam in his eye.Lox started to follow Thomas up the beach. Other
than Thomas’s ornate staff, nothing else about him looked like a wizard. He was wearing what
appeared to be some sort of swimming trunks, and his wrinkly body was tanned to the point it
was starting to look like leather, and his white hair and beard were wild messes.Upon inspection,
Lox found that he was wearing what amounted to practically a burlap sack with holes cut in
it.“Where are we?" Lox asked after fully taking in his surroundings. Looking toward the island's
interior, he saw mostly jungle.Gazing out over the water, he saw dozens of islands dotting the
crisp, blue water, some close and some barely visible over the horizon.“Where? Truthfully, I am
not sure. But it is my own personal paradise away from all those annoying old fools who wouldn't
quit pestering me,” Thomas responded and then continued in a mocking tone, “No, Thomas, you
can’t do that, no combining random elements inside, no experimenting on our guest. No, you
can’t have more money for research, no, you can't come in my lab ‘cause you accidentally
destroyed it last time…...”As Thomas’s rant continued, Lox’s eyes grew wider and wider, but
before he could make his retreat, Thomas turned around and said, “If I had to guess, we are in
the Shattered Continent somewhere. I used a spell to randomly teleport me somewhere so I
could finally have some peace and quiet.”“And you ended up here?” Lox turned in a circle as he
walked. As he did, something caught his attention.“It took a few attempts.” Thomas laughed. “But
it was worth it!” he exclaimed.Honestly, Lox wasn’t listening. He was instead turning in a circle,
trying to get a better look at his tail. It is so strange, Lox thought. His tail seemed to move on its
own accord, but at the same time, he felt he could control it if he needed to.I wonder how they
programmed it so that it actually feels like I have a tail? Lox mused, inspecting his tail, and then
he started stroking his ears.Thomas turned, and upon seeing Lox spinning in a circle chasing his
tail while he felt his ears, asked, “New body?”Lox realized what he had been doing and blushed.
“Yes? Is that something common?” He wasn’t sure how much the NPC had been programmed to
understand people from the real world.“I wouldn’t say it is common, but it is not unheard of for
somebody to change their race,”“Really?”“Yes. All it requires is the correct ritual.”“And the other
races don’t mind random people joining their races?”“Oh, I wouldn't say that. Most have rather



stringent rules about who can join their race and who can’t. In fact, some hunt down and kill
those who make the transition to their race.”I guess racism even exists among races in a fantasy
world, Lox thought as they arrived at Thomas's house. Calling it a house was a little bit of a
stretch, as it more resembled a beach bungalow. In fact, there were hardly even any furnishings.
“You live here?”“Yes, yes. I know it doesn’t look like much, but I have everything I need to
continue my research. Were you expecting more?”“Well, yes.” Lox looked around the meager
dwelling. “For a ‘great and powerful wizard,’ I was expecting a bit more.”Thomas smiled. “You
mean something like this?” He snapped his fingers, and an ornate door appeared before the two
of them.Lox jumped back, but then after a nod from Thomas, he slowly pushed the door open.
Behind it opened a room with luscious armchairs, rugs, and beautiful pictures hanging on the
walls. Lox was so stunned by the transformation, he stood there gaping as Thomas reached past
him and pulled the door closed again, causing the door to vanish, leaving them in the
bungalow.“Before you ask, that was my personal sanctuary, sort of like the place you bound
souls go to when you are waiting for rebirth.” Thomas paused as he let Lox process that.Then,
just as Lox was about to ask how he knew about the bound souls—players, that is— Thomas
preempted him.“Yes, I know about bound souls or players as you refer to yourselves. You are not
the first ‘player’ the Creator has sent my way, nor will you be the last. I will give you one piece of
advice concerning this world's population: don’t dismiss them as simple things. From what I have
gathered interacting with other players, your lot seems to think of the people of this world as
mindless, but that’s far from reality.”Lox was stunned by Thomas’s unexpected barrage and took
a few moments to process what he had just said.Even if there is more to them than most NPCs,
they are still just AI, but that doesn't mean I should mistreat them.Lox was so lost in the
ramifications of those musings that he missed Thomas producing two chairs and a table from
seemingly nowhere. Taking a seat at one, he gestured for Lox to take the other.“Well, I guess we
should get to it. Let’s go ahead and activate that ability you gained from the trial and let me know
what skills, talents, or traits you gain.”A screen appeared before Lox.Thomas wishes to activate
the ability Gift of the Trial for you.Do you accept it?y/nWith a flash, Lox felt his mind expand. His
notification log began to scroll, and he moved it down next to his combat log and read.Due to
your hard work and dedication, you have received these rewards from the trial.+18 to intelligence
+15 to spirit+3 to vitality+4 to endurance+12 to agility+9 to dexterityThe talent Magical
Engineer.The Spherical Spells skill.Lox read the results off to Thomas, who gained a stunned
expression when Lox read that he had gained the Magical Engineer talent. His appearance
became slack-jawed when Lox read that he had also gained the spherical spells skill in the
Magical Engineer skill tree. Thomas sat in stunned silence with a lost expression on his face for
a long time after Lox finished.Long enough that Lox coughed lightly and asked, “Anything
wrong?”“No, no, my boy,” Thomas reassured. “It is just that the Magical Engineer talent is
legendary, and most people spend at least a hundred years trying to attain it. Much less the
spherical spells skill, it is even more startling that you have that skill in some ways. It is one of the
hidden skills of a Magical Engineer. Some magical master engineers never have the luck to



unlock the skill. What must you have done to warrant such rewards from the trial! I have never
heard of someone so rewarded, even among you bound souls.”Lox, who had been more
interested in the stat points he had received, almost 12 levels’ worth, asked, “What is a
legendary talent?”“Legendary talent is a ranking of talents. They are four rankings: common,
rare, legendary, and mythical. The main difference between the rankings is that commonly
ranked talents grant one talent point per level. Each higher rank grants one additional talent
point per level, with mythical granting four talent points per level. However, its legendary rank is
not what makes your Magical Engineer so special. What makes it special is that it is a legendary-
ranked talent that starts off as legendary.”“Why does that matter?” Lox asked, who was slightly
surprised Thomas understood talent points at all. Either these NPCs are very different in WoM
than other RPGs, or he is just a tutorial bot to show me the ropes.“It matters because it means
you can level it all the way up, starting off getting three talent points per level.” He looked at Lox
expectantly.After a moment and an uncomprehending look from Lox, he continued. “I guess very
few bound souls have managed to rank up any talents yet, so it must not be common
knowledge. Given enough time and practice, all talents can be ranked up to a higher rank,
causing all further levels in the talent to grant additional talent points. Talents normally go from
common to rare around level 100. Some people never even make that transition, and the further
ranks are even harder to obtain. Very few ever reach legendary, much less mythical in any
common talent.”As Lox thought about it, he became more and more flabbergasted. He couldn’t
wait to dive into the talent tree for Magical Engineers and see what he could do with it. But he
figured it would be rude to just zone Thomas out as he lost himself to planning and daydreaming.
So he asked, “What makes spherical spells so amazing and hard to get?”“Spherical spells are a
hidden talent, which means for a person to unlock it, they must meet some hidden requirements.
No one is quite sure what that is for spherical spells. Still, most agree that it has something to do
with knowledge around magical engineering, or a mindset at least. What were you in your
previous life before you came here? I know from talking with the others I have met that your
world is very different than ours.”“I was a mechanical engineer and hobbyist writer.”“A
mechanical engineer, you say? You must've just had the mind for magic, and that is how you got
the talent. But how did you get the spherical spells talent? Even I haven't gotten that blasted skill
yet, and I have been trying for a long time.”“From what you said, I would guess it has to come
from my education, or knowledge gained from that education. But until I know more about how
this talent works, I couldn’t say.”“That must be it.” After a short pause, Thomas continued, “Why
don’t we have a trade of information? Normally, I can't do more than just get you new bound
souls oriented to this world. But if we have a trade of information agreed to, I believe I wouldn’t
be breaking the rules too much; just bending them. If you agree, I will help you to begin to grasp
the basics of magic engineering. Unfortunately, most of it must be self-taught, but the basics can
be a bitch to figure out on your own.” Thomas had an excited gleam to his eyes.“What would you
want from me?”“Well, any information you think could be related to why you unlocked spherical
spells.”Lox thought about it for a moment. “Only if you agree to keep what I tell you a secret. I



realize the potential value of this information and don’t think what you are offering is worth the
price as it is.”Some of the gleam left Thomas’s eyes, but he said, “Yes.” He smiled at Lox. “I think
you and I are going to have a long, fruitful relationship. First, let us have breakfast before we
begin. I have a feeling this is going to be a long day.”While they had eaten a simple meal of fruits
and biscuits, Lox had finished arranging his interface so that it wouldn’t distract him during
combat or other actions. After he had finished setting it up in a way he was comfortable with and
adjusting the windows' transparency, Thomas had explained to him the basics of the game. The
most crucial piece of information Thomas had passed on was how the combat worked in the
game.“You see, there are two primary ways to perform actions in this world,” Thomas had
explained in his wizened old voice. “The first way is the simplest but the most limiting. In this
manner, actions are performed automatically guided by the background magic of the universe.
This is true for all actions, from combat-based actions to crafting abilities. This system can allow
people to quickly advance in strength and has its uses, in my opinion. However, it is, in fact,
severely limiting and can be exploited by people who are familiar with the actions being
performed. If they already know, for example, how the warrior will swing his sword and in what
direction because they had seen the move before, they could counter it easily. On the other
hand, when people actually perform the action, things are different, as they can adapt everything
they do. This allows for people to be more adaptive in different situations. In my opinion, the two
methods should be used to complement each other. The first method is for abilities that are
rarely used and are new to you. The second method should be used on abilities that the person
uses all the time.”Lox liked the idea of players actually having to learn how to use abilities to
actually be good at them. The first method was like all other RPGs ever created. Most players
would probably not realize the importance of even learning the abilities right at first.After they
finished their meal, Thomas started explaining the basics of magical engineering. “The magic
engineer is, in many ways, the truest form of a wizard. We spend our lives studying the world
around us thaumaturgically and using that knowledge to craft spells. But that is getting into the
philosophy of being a Magical Engineer, not what we actually do. At its core, magical
engineering focuses on building spells from the ground up. This is done by constructing spells
using elements of the world the engineer has discovered. There are five structures for casting.
These are single-element, linear, two-dimensional, three-dimensional, and spherical spells.” He
looked at Lox expectantly.“I'm a little confused. Can you show me an example of each form of
casting?” Lox asked with a puzzled look.“Ah, yes, that would be easier for you to understand.
Come with me.” They got up and walked out of the bungalow. “I will cast them in order of
complexity.” Thomas, who had left his staff behind, pulled out a wand. “Single-element spells are
one of the two skills you start with as a Magical Engineer. These are basically useless as soon
as you have longer spells, but I will demonstrate them nonetheless. First, I will create a simple
frost blast; I do this by creating a frost element. You create elements by either a cantrip you have
associated with the element or by a gesture with a wand. I prefer a wand gesture.”He flicked his
wrist, and a blazing frost-blue speck of light, like a star, started floating around his wand. Then,



with another gesture, a massive blast of frost shot out from the tip of the wand.“Wow.” Lox gaped.
“That was a simple single-element spell?”Thomas grinned. “Yes, but I put a lot of power into it so
you could easily see the element. Did you see how bright the element was? You can vary the
power in each element by how much mana you put into it. Now on to linear spells. These and
two-dimensional spells are probably the most useful spells simply because they are much more
stable and easier to create than three-dimensional spells.”Lox nodded. “Why is that?”“With linear
spells, you only have to control the interactions of the elements with the elements that are
adjacent to them in their own row. Here, it is easier to show.”Thomas quickly conjured a series of
elements using a quick succession of gestures and muttered words. The elements appeared to
stream around his wand. They were the same color as the previous element and followed each
other around the wand.“When you create spells with multiple elements in it, you must control the
interactions between the elements. When using linear spells, you must only control the
interactions of the elements immediately in front of and behind the element in the row.”Pausing
to make sure Lox was following, he continued. “If I were to cast this spell, it would cause a
sustained blast of frost like you saw before. However, if I added another line to the spell, like
this.”He quickly summoned new elements. These were an azure blue and floated next to a line of
frost elements.“I can change the function of the spell, so it can be something like this.”He thrust
the wand forward, and a beam of energy shot from the end, the azure blue color forming a core
while the frost blue twisted around it. The beam lanced forward in a flash and hit a crashing
wave, causing it to freeze into a block. Thomas moved the beam along quickly, freezing the wave
in place before dismissing the beam back to his wand.Thomas looked at Lox, who had a slight
frown on his face. “You need me to go slower?”“No, it isn’t that. The concepts aren’t hard; it’s just
I’m wishing I had some pen and paper for taking notes.”“Ah, here you go. I should have thought
of that.” He handed Lox a leather-bound folder and what appeared to be some sort of magical
pen. After Lox jotted down some notes and glanced back up, he asked, “Any questions so
far?"“Only one. How did adding the second element make your spell a beam? It seems to me
that it should have just been a blast with another element added to the mix.”“That is due to how I
governed the element and row interactions. The second element I used was arcane; it is the
base element for magic. It is one of the easiest elements to control.” He opened his mouth to say
more, but a rumble in the distance made him stop. “I can’t say more than that on the topic; you
need to figure it out on your own. I am already stretching what I am allowed to do as it is. Are you
ready to go onto three-dimensional spells?”Lox nodded, opening the folder.Thomas summoned
another arcane element. This time, it simply hovered in place in front of him. “What makes three-
dimensional spells so frustrating is the number of element interactions you must control. Each
added interaction makes the elements themselves more unstable, meaning that more complex
elements run the risk of breaking down into the component elements and causing a horrible
mess. On top of that, the stability of the spell suffers whenever a new element is added to the
matrix of the spell.”Thomas stopped talking and focused on his spell; soon the three-by-three
matrix of the spell was filled with frost blue, azure, and scarlet elements. As Thomas finished the



spell, he beckoned Lox to come to examine the spell hovering in front of him. “Tell me what you
notice.”Lox flipped to a new page in his folder, quickly sketching out the spell as he worked, and
said, “Off the bat, I noticed the frost element is never directly adjacent to what I am assuming is
a fire element; they are always separated by an arcane element.” Lox paused, checking
something in his drawing. “It also appears that they are not adjacent to each other by a 45-
degree diagonal.”“Very good; most people miss that at first. This is what makes three-
dimensional spells so difficult to master. Balancing of the elements makes 3D spells much more
difficult to use and can cause them to have disastrous consequences when they fail.” He paused
and smiled. “But in my opinion, it is worth it.” With a flick of his wrist, the spell condensed into a
small cube that began to float around the wand.Thomas let the cube stay there for but a moment
before he flicked his wrist again, and the slowly rotating cube shot off toward a large rock pillar
jutting up out of the water. As the cube struck the pillar, a blinding flash of light shot up, followed
by a bone-rattling kaboom. Lox saw that a car-sized chunk had been blown out of the solid rock
as his eyesight cleared.Lox stood there, staring at the hole, his mind reeling. Thomas chuckled.
“And that was only a three-by-three spell and mid-range power. Imagine what I can do with a five
by five, much less a six-by-six spell. Spells get more powerful the more elements that are in it.
But you must also remember that these spells can be used for just about anything, from picking
a lock to raising the dead.”“So I can fill almost any role I choose with this talent?" Lox asked in
shock.“That is the big secret.” Thomas winked conspiratorially. He began to say more, but a flash
of thunder and lightning in the blue sky shut him up again. “I guess that means I am done. Your
turn!”Lox sighed. He had so many questions, but he also had no wish to be struck by lightning
and incur a god's wrath. About halfway through Thomas’s explanation of three-dimensional
spells, he had realized that they seemed sort of like how atoms worked in the molecules exerting
forces on each other. Now extrapolating on that thought, he realized what had allowed him to
gain the spherical casting skill. It was the knowledge of how molecules were shaped. With that
knowledge and his knowledge of chemistry, it made the jump from the rigid three-dimensional
spells to the spherical spell a logical leap.He began, “Alright, what do you know about chemistry
and the physical elements that compose matter?”3Hours and hours later, Lox and Thomas sat
across a campfire on the beach, sipping some expensive brandy that Thomas had produced
from one of his dimensional pockets. The sun had set hours ago, and there were many empty
bottles of spirits and wine littered around them on the beach. About halfway through the
afternoon, after Lox had struggled to get Thomas to comprehend that water was actually billions
of tiny structures, Thomas said, “I know what will help.” He had then produced a bottle of wine
and a couple of glasses from a dimensional pocket. He continued, “I have often found that
difficult concepts are easier to understand when slightly tipsy.”Lox hadn’t argued, and before
long, they were both quite tipsy and, to Lox’s surprise, made much faster progress through his
lesson. They had eaten some form of lunch and dinner at some point, but Lox, by this point,
wasn’t sure how long ago that had been. Lox took another drink. “You see when, when, when
two atoms s-s-share these things, electrons, you remember, they form a bond. Which is sort of



like the int-interaction of the elements in a thingy.” He paused, looking for the word.“A spell?”
Thomas slurred.“Yes, yes, a spell!” Lox cheered exuberantly. “The only difference is that there
are only a few bond types while there are many of these interactions.”He stopped looking at
Thomas in expectation. Thomas sat there in a drunken stupor; they had gone from slightly tipsy
to very sauced somewhere through the day. After a long pause, a glimmer of understanding
entered Thomas's eyes, followed by a quick, shocked, joyous shout. Thomas tried to leap out of
his chair but instead stumbled and toppled over backward, taking the chair with him. Lox,
worried about the old man, tried to get up to check on him but stumbled over himself on the way
around the fire and ended up sprawled out face down in the sand next to Thomas.He heard
Thomas mutter, “Enough of this” and sigh with a brief flash, and then Lox felt a warm feeling
pass through his body. Lox saw the blinking yellow icon indicating he was intoxicated disappear,
and his mind suddenly cleared, and he got up.“That is sure a handy spell.”Thomas, who was
already lost in his world, sort of muttered, “Umm, yes, it is.”“What’s up? You’re suddenly quite
distracted.”Thomas quickly refocused on Lox. “Well, it appears that it worked. When that last little
bit of information clicked, I also unlocked Magical Engineering!”“That seems much easier than
you made it out to be.”“Well, that might be true for you. The information from your world is quite
advanced compared to ours, and I am going to spend much time confirming the concepts you
explained to me.”“Just remember you aren’t allowed to share it without my permission.”“Yes, yes,
yes,” Thomas said impatiently. “Oh, that reminds me! I almost forgot to tell you about the most
important skill for a Magical Engineer.”“What is that?”“It is the starting skill, sort of a spell, called
Thaumaturgical Study. With this spell, you take an object and try to study it by breaking down its
aspects using the aspects you already know. When successful, this allows you to both
completely understand the object and potentially learn more new aspects. You learn the new
aspect when it is the only unknown aspect of the object, and you already know the component
aspect that makes it up. You may learn other methods for discovering aspects later. But for now,
this is all I can tell you about magical engineering,” Thomas finished with some finality and
sighed deeply.“Thank you for all you have shared with me.” Lox extended his hand.Thomas
grasped it. “No, thank you. Come find me in Madaris Dane.”Releasing his hand, Thomas
snapped his fingers and vanished with a slight pop. Lox stood there, stunned for several
moments. “Well, go ahead and leave me stranded on an island in the middle of nowhere!” he
yelled into the sky.By the time Lox awoke the next morning, the sun was already well into the sky.
He had stayed up after Thomas had left for bed to review the information he had gained along
with comparing it to what the online forums had to say about the talent. They had very little
information on the topic. Evidently, only a handful of players had ever unlocked the ability. From
their experience, they said it was almost impossible to play. Everyone who had unlocked the
talent said they seldom used the skills from it, and the arch wizard talent was much better. But
Lox knew this couldn’t be true. From what he had seen from Thomas, this talent had virtually
limitless potential. To say nothing of the power Thomas had displayed, the fact that he appeared
to use teleportation and spatial magic super casually told Lox volumes. Both spatial magic and



personal teleportation were skills no player had ever come across. Only a very select few NPCs
had access to it. All those NPCs were immensely powerful, and none of the players had any idea
of how.Looking around, Lox decided that his first order of business should be searching the
dilapidated bungalow for anything useful. If that old coot is going to run off and leave me
stranded, the least he can do is ‘lend me’ the contents of his bungalow, Lox thought, walking
through the open entrance.As it turned out, there wasn’t much there. Lox quickly found what he
assumed was actually supposed to be his starter kit. It included a simple wand, a backpack, and
a blank map. He immediately examined the items.You have found a poor birch wand.Durability
100/100Damage 1-5Charges 10/10Fires off a weak magic bolt.This wand is about as weak as a
wand as you can get. Seriously, I think a mad wizard literally picked a stick up and decided it
would serve as a great wand. You could hear the eye-roll in the text.Lox rolled his eyes at this; he
could see Thomas doing precisely that. I wonder who comes up with these item
descriptions.You have found a cloth backpack.Durability 50/50It is a backpack. You put stuff in it,
hurray!You have found travelers' maps.I guess the crazy old man wasn't quite out to get you. This
is actually pretty good. This map will grow as you explore this world.Do you wish to equip?y/nLox
selected “yes,” and the blank map vanished from his hand. Looking in his character inventory, he
now saw a map icon. When selected, it pulled up a map showing a tiny area in front of him.
Closing it and stepping outside, Lox rechecked the map. It now showed a wedge-shaped area
spreading out from a small triangle, which he assumed was himself. Ahh, the map only shows
things that have actually been in my own line of sight. As he looked closer, he saw that the
explored area's edges showed less and less detail as they got further away from him. I think this
is the right balance of realism and practicality for the game.Lox went back inside to finish his
‘exploration,’ or more like looting of the bungalow. He found a few minor health potions, which he
tossed in his backpack. Going back outside, he looked around and decided the first thing he
should do was test out his Thaumaturgical Study skill. Thinking of the spell, it suddenly came to
him, the words and motions feeling alien to him yet somehow familiar.Lox targeted the spell
toward the sand, and what appeared to be a copy of a small handful of sand floated up in front of
him. The copy was slightly transparent. This must be the essence that composes the sand, Lox
thought to himself. He recalled Thomas talking about this on one of his tangents.Looking at the
floating sand, Lox was at a loss for what to do. He had assumed that the spell would do
something more. Soon he noticed what appeared to be different-colored bubbles floating around
the sand. Under each of the bubbles was a label informing him of what each was.“Am I
supposed to try and apply each element to the sand?” he wondered aloud. Gesturing with his
wand, he attempted to move the earth aspect onto the sand. Sand has got to have earth in it. For
a second, the emerald green seemed to fight the sand before they merged together, and the
sand took on a green tinge. It must require another element to complete. After a moment of
thought, Lox attempted to add a wind aspect. As soon as he did, the spell fell apart in a flash.
Humm, so I guess you can’t make any mistakes. I can see why this could be frustrating for
someone who is only on for a few hours a day, even with the time compression. Lox retried the



spell, and instead of air, he added disorder. Once the entropy entered the sand, a ball of green
and grey light took their place. As the rotating shimmering light faded, it was replaced by an
aspect bubble that had a swirling tan coloration and red sand underneath. The new element
moved off and came to rest in an outer layer around the primary aspects.Lox smiled as he read
the system notifications.Congratulations, you have discovered the aspect sand; it has been
added to your codex.Lox dismissed the notification and brought up his character menu; from
there, he opened the talent window. Under Magical Engineering, he saw a new icon labeled
“codex.” He tapped it. The window that opened before him showed eight circles at the bottom,
one for each of the primary aspects. As he watched, green and grey lines of light extended from
the earth and disorder aspects and merged together, causing the sand aspect to appear in a
row above the primaries.Closing the codex, Lox created a transparent icon in the bottom left of
his vision so he could access the codex directly. “Alrighty, I need to get to work.” He looked
around awkwardly, realizing he was still alone.Lox spent the rest of the day exploring the beach,
the stream he found, and the edge of the jungle he was in. As he explored, he used
Thaumaturgical Study on basically everything he saw. And even though there was much beyond
his current ability to understand, he still discovered many new aspects. The most interesting one
he found was life from the combination of earth, water, and light. He had been quite proud of that
and had assumed he would now be able to study plants and animals. But it was not the case,
and it took him most of the day to finally discover plant life, which allowed him to start to
understand simple plants. He was frustrated by what he felt was minimal progress but was all the
more intrigued by the challenge it presented him.I was worried I would get bored living my life
out in this game, but it’s looking more and more like this world is real. He was excited by the
thought of the limitless possibilities that lay before him.Bringing back up his talent window, he
opened the skill tree for Magical Engineering. He decided to spend the 15 points he had gained
from gaining five levels in Magical Engineering over the day. The Magical Engineering skill tree
was actually quite simple, especially when compared to the other skill trees he had seen. Before
him lay a black screen with five glowing dots. From four of them, he could see two dimmed dots
attached to them. They were labeled projectile casting, beam casting, wall casting, and area of
effect/self-casting. The connected dots varied in descriptions; still, they were clearly modifiers for
each type of casting. He knew from Thomas that linear casting was one of the most useful
casting forms, so he decided to purchase the first two levels in each of its modifiers, costing him
a total of six talent points. The first level of each cost one talent point, and the second level cost
two. The fifth bubble read “Control” and had spell logic, power, and long spells branching off of it.
He then purchased direct spells for one talent point and upgraded it for five more talent points.
With his remaining talent points, he purchased two levels of Control, the first costing one talent
point and the second costing two. While spell logic sounded interesting, he didn’t have the talent
points for it; the first level required five points. Thomas’s warnings about the difficulty controlling
spherical spells made him think that investments into the Control skill had to be a good idea.Lox
accepted his changes and moved to his character stats window. He had gained two levels over



the day. He had ten stat points to spend, but remembering his plans for training, decided not to
spend any of his stat points and save them for later. This meant that he would appear at a lower
level to people who saw him, but from his point of view, it just meant that people were more likely
to underestimate him and let their guard down.Sighing, Lox closed his menus and set about
cooking a fish he had managed to catch using a fire blast over the fire.The next day, Lox decided
that he should start exploring the island more and try and find a way off of it. It took Lox most of
the morning to explore the island's circumference. His map now showed a ring of the area he
had explored, about one mile in diameter. One side of the island rose into some rather tall and
imposing cliffs for about a hundred yards. The edge was so abrupt that it seemed like the island
had been torn in half by some enormous force. The stream he had found near Thomas’s
bungalow appeared to be the only one on the small island, so he decided to use it as a starting
point to explore the rest of the island.Lox started his way into the island, following the stream's
bank; he continued to scan everything new he saw. Still, his efforts were continuously frustrated
by his lack of knowledge. He successfully studied a few smaller simple plants. He made sure to
keep trying plants with the hopes that he would continue to increase his knowledge.Eventually,
his path became blocked by thick foliage. At this time, Lox decided to try to create a linear spell
to clear his way. At first, he tried to add fire and disorder aspects alternating in the same row, but
this quickly caused the period to become unstable, and it exploded, causing damage to
him.“Sonic effect.” You have taken 10 damage, 130 of 140 health remaining.Shocked and
shaking his hand in pain, Lox thought, I am lucky I didn’t lose the use of my hand. He tried again,
this time adding the fire to one row and the disorder to another. The spell seemed to hold
together, circling his wand. He then attempted to cast the spell, and then the ten glowing
particles, five of each aspect, gathered at the end of his wand. A beam shot away from him into
the vines blocking his path. The beam had a dark-grey core and scarlet ribbons twisting around
the outside. It appears as if the disorder is carrying the fire along with it, Lox mused, watching it
cut into the foliage. He quickly cut himself a path through the blocking foliage. The fire burned
only for a short time before the damp plants put it out. He proceeded through his hole and
continued on his trek toward the center of the island. He noticed that the short use of the spell
had used almost half of his mana. Wow, I need to be careful with my use of beams. Compared to
projectiles and blasts, they are quite expensive, mana-wise. He wasn’t too bothered by the cost,
though. He planned to use all his stat points to increase his mana pool and mana regeneration
anyway.When Lox finally made it to the source of the stream, the sun had set. The stream
tumbled out of the mouth of a large cave and pooled in a small pond nearby. Lox had explored
the first few feet of the cave and had been greeted by a warning that showed up in his vision as a
large white text:You are about to enter a dungeon. Monsters, loot, and experience gained in the
dungeon will not necessarily correspond to the zone the dungeon is located in.Lox had no idea
what level the zone he was in was. He had yet to see one monster on his trek around the island
or on his trail into the interior of the island. It had made him worried that maybe the island was
home to some terrible monster that had driven away all the weak monsters. Lox felt no need for



sleep yet, so he decided to start exploring the dungeon.Pushing further into the cave, Lox
eventually came to a shimmering green portal. He reached his hand out to it, and upon touching
it, was greeted by a prompt.Do you wish to enter the Island’s Heart dungeon?Lox selected “yes,”
and the shimmering portal slowly became transparent, allowing him to pass through it. From
there, the cave sloped downwards steeply, and Lox had to proceed carefully. Alongside the wall,
Lox found a bundle of torches and took one and lit it, tossing the rest of them into his pack. After
what seemed like an eternity, Lox found the darkness around him receding, slowly replaced by a
green light that appeared to be given off by veins of minerals in the walls. Soon the tunnel he
was following opened up into a massive cave that expanded out in all directions. The most
remarkable thing about the cave was that it was brightly lit in the greenish light and had large
plants and trees growing in a dense jungle. As Lox exited the tunnel, he looked back to see that,
in fact, the tunnel was actually more like a tube descending from the ceiling far above.Suddenly,
Lox heard a voice start to speak in a very human-sounding male synthesized voice. “Oh look! A
new explorer has entered my depths! I wonder who he is? Is it a he? I think so. I wonder if he has
an interesting item on him.”“Who is there?” Lox exclaimed while whirling around, drawing his
wand.The voice seemed to either not notice Lox’s reaction or didn’t hear him. It just continued to
babble on. “What do you think, Darius? How strong do you think he is?”“Who is Darius?” Lox
questioned. “And who are you?”The voice said, “What do you mean he doesn't look strong? He
must have had to be, to have defeated that mad wizard who drove all of the island’s creatures
into my depths.”“Who is this mad wizard you speak of? Is it Thomas?” Lox questioned, not
expecting a reply.“I guess we'll just have to see how strong he is, Darius,” the voice said, clearly
annoyed with this Darius character.Lox decided this voice was likely insane and hopefully wasn’t
a threat to him, but he made sure to try and pay at least a little attention to it. He proceeded to
explore the cavern carefully, making a slow circuit of the area where the tunnel exited. He knew
he was reckless, diving into a dungeon with basically nothing but his starter gear. Still, he had no
idea what else to do. For all he could tell, he was stranded on an island with no way off, short of
some passing boat finding him, that could take weeks to come to pass. Lox would personally
rather spend that time exploring a dungeon, even though he was being reckless and was likely
to die several times.As Lox came to where the tunnel descended from the ceiling far above and
met the floor, he noticed a flickering light. Approaching even more slowly now, he soon was able
to see something he recognized immediately. An Altar of Creation! he thought excitedly. He
identified it from when he had played the game briefly before, with a different character. With an
Altar of Creation, he would be able to bind to it, so if he died, he could respawn at it. It would also
allow him to fast travel back to it from any other altar he came across. At least that would be true
if it wasn’t in a dungeon. You weren’t allowed to fast travel in or out of dungeons.The altar was
located in an alcove, which was formed in the tunnel coming down and meeting the floor.
Standing around the altar were a dozen goblins with crude-looking spears and clubs. They had
erected a barricade to close off the small entrance of the alcove. There was a gap in the
blockade, about five feet wide, where two goblins stood leaning on their spears.It wasn’t



uncommon for unoccupied altars to be guarded by mobs of some kind, and adventurers often
needed to clear the altar before they could bind to it. Lox tried to inspect the two guarding
goblins but was unable to determine anything. He eventually remembered, after a few moments
of trying, that he lacked the skill to inspect. The game had skills for everything, both talent-
related skills and skills by themselves that you gained from performing specific tasks. These
skills couldn’t be leveled up using talent point gain through leveling a talent but only through
repeatedly utilizing the skill. I need to get some sort of inspecting skill as soon as possible, Lox
thought to himself. Having the ability to check creatures before he engaged them was of the
utmost importance. Deciding that the goblins looked very weak, he decided to try and attack
them.It was a stupid idea. Wanting to conserve mana, Lox had crept as close as he dared before
suddenly leaping up and rushing forward. He cast a fire blast at two of the goblins, hoping to
take them both out in a blazing single blast. All the explosion did was singe their hair and clothes
before petering out.The two goblins, who were at first taken by surprise by the human in rags
rushing toward them, now had an amused gleam in their eyes and began to rush to attack
Lox.Lox, seeing his plight, dove to the side as the goblins stabbed at him, just barely dodging
their spears. He rolled on the ground before leaping to his feet to dash away, but he was tripped
by a goblin’s spear shaft and went sprawling on the ground. When he finally regained his feet, he
rose to find himself surrounded now by four goblins, two more having dashed out of the alcove.
He quickly summoned an earth aspect and cast it as a blast. The shock wave staggered the
goblins in front of him. He tried to push through them but then suddenly staggered himself as he
felt a horrible pain lance through him. He looked down in a stupor to see a bloody spear point
sticking out of his stomach. His unarmored and weak body had provided little resistance to the
sharp spear. He gasped and looked up just in time to see the two goblins he had staggered
lunge forward, stabbing their spears into his chest. There was a mind-tearing pain, and then the
world went black.4You have died!Time remaining for your party to raise you, thirty minutes. Do
you wish to wait?y/nLox gasped as the pain faded, and he was left standing over his corpse,
looking at the small window in his vision. He looked around at where he had died in an etheric
light world around him, silent as the goblins withdrew their spears from his corpse. He watched
in a sort of surreal horrified fascination as they then gathered up his body and carried it between
two of them, headed back toward the alcove. When his etheric form was about five feet away
from his corpse, he was dragged along, floating in the air behind the goblins. I must have to stay
near my body to be raised, Lox thought as he drifted behind his killers.The two guarding goblins
returned to their posts, clearly in high spirits as the other two continued with his corpse. Why are
they so happy? Lox wondered, watching them as he floated by. He didn’t have to wait long to find
out. Soon the two goblins laid his body down, and they quickly hooked his ankles to a board with
two hooks in the end and a rope leading to a pulley. As they hoisted his corpse up, Lox had a
growing pit in his stomach that he knew what was coming next. Another goblin came over and
put a large bowl under his corpse's head before quickly slicing his throat, which caused blood to
pour out. Lox immediately hit the “no” option for waiting to be raised, and the world faded back to



black, and his mind went blank.The world faded back into existence. Lox collapsed on the floor,
shaking. He had expected the game to be realistic, but the horror of what he had just seen
shocked him to his core. These game developers must be sick in the head to add something like
that into this game. Lox lay on the floor for what seemed like ages trying to get a hold of himself.
Seeing his body bled like a deer was something he wasn’t sure he would ever get over. But
before long, his horror started to turn to anger. How dare they do that to my body, he fumed. I will
kill every last one of them! The anger slowly brought him back to his senses, and he sat up.
There was another small window in his vision.You have died!This is your ‘home.’ You will come
here whenever you die and are not resurrected.Remember, the pointy ends of spears do not
belong inside your body!Have a beautiful day!Congratulations, you have gained 1 point to
vitality.The flippant remarks about his death made him all the madder, and he got to his feet,
dismissing the message. He noticed a timer in the top right of his vision, counting down. It
read,Time to respawn 3:28.Respawn location: Island’s Heart Dungeon entrance.Inspecting the
room he was in, Lox found that it was mostly empty except for a table in front of him. On it, he
found a tablet that showed an image of a small house. He swiped the picture, and it changed to
a different one. Next to it was a parchment; picking it up, he read:This is your home. When you
die and are not resurrected, you may come here instead of logging out. Your home can be
modified as you wish using a soul point, which can be bought with in-game currency or earned
through leveling up or other wholly in-game tasks. In your home, you can practice your skills,
fighting techniques, or study. You may gain assistance to help you with the functions. To achieve
an assistant, you must have room for them and appropriate facilities for them to use.You
currently have two Psic Points to purchase and two vouchers for items costing up to 150 Psic
Points.He looked closer at the voucher parts, and a new window popped up before him.You
have been given two vouchers from NUF since, as a Second Chance participant, you cannot log
off when you die. These should help you make your home more comfortable.Lox pulled out the
chair from the table and sat down to flip through the images. He knew that these images were of
preset buildings he could purchase for his home. The first few were free, and he assumed they
were his starter options, but he continued to move through the images. He knew he would
modify whatever home he created later, but he figured it would be a waste of time to spend
hours and hours starting his home from scratch. He eventually came to buildings that cost 150
Psic Points and was amazed by what he saw. They were everything from modern apartments to
small strongholds. As he kept looking, he eventually came to one that he almost purchased
immediately. Still, he made himself wait until he had looked through the rest of his options. Not
seeing anything else that compared, he went back to the one he had found and almost
purchased it. Still, a thought stopped Lox, and he proceeded to move on to the assistants
available for purchase.What surprised Lox the most was the number of assistants available. As
Lox scrolled through the menu, he marked several different trainers and researchers that seem
like they would be nice to have. However, similar to when he saw the image of the tower, he
came across what he knew would be his choice. It was the most expensive assistant he could



afford, costing 300 Psic Points. It was labeled as neither a trainer nor a researcher, just as an
assistant. But he knew it was what he needed. It was labeled:Assistant,Regis,Magical
EngineerHe purchased it, and then suddenly, there was a well-dressed Caucasian man wearing
black dress shoes, black slacks, a black vest, royal-blue button-up, and fedora. He had black
facial hair, which should have a five o'clock shadow, and a short goatee with a mustache. He
had an angular face with piercing violet eyes and a monocle with faintly glowing runes etched
around the rim. In one hand, he held a black cane, and the other rested in his pocket.Lox got up
in surprise. He hadn’t expected the assistant to just appear. “Hello, my name is Lox.” He
extended his hand toward his new assistant.“Yes, yes, I know who you are. I am Regis.” His voice
seemed rushed but had a slightly crazy sound to it. He hardly glanced at Lox, too busy surveying
his surroundings.“I guess you are the assistant I purchased.”
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N. Clara Johanna, “Really good and gets ever more awile in the story!. I received an ARC for this
book, asking for a true opinion upon it. I liked the book very much, so I have since purchased it
ond preodered book two. However, I will do my best to write as true an opinion on it as I can.
English is not my first language, so please exuse any ankward spelling and meaning...When I
read the description of the book, it sounded somewhat familiar yet also original too me and I
jumper on the chance to read this debut book and start of a series.The story of a man that
choses to lose himself in a game forever is maybe not totally unik, but the author made a great
job giving good reason for MC to do so. I thought it was very well done. I also liked the clever (if
somewhat obvious) clues that the ”second chance” program the MC becomes part of is
something other/more than just a philantropic company... And I liked the humor and snark from
the ”game” to the MC. I at times got a little annoyed with MC in the first half of the book, but felt
that the MC became better and more likeable later on. I considred what annoyed me with MC at
first, and came to realize I felt MC at times had a bit patronizing attitude, that felt of-putting to me,
a sort of ” I know so much and is so clever, see I have a great education so OF CAUSE I deserve
to get totally owerpowedred legendary powers. Who are those ”lowely peasants” ( NPCs and
other players) to till me what to do! However, this may be because I as a Swede is raised with the
belief that the absolut WORST thing you can do is believe and EXPRESS that you are better
than everybody else.... So I don`t like that in an MC ....However, as rhe story picked up its pace,
MC stopped ”lording it” over everybody, and the originality of the story picked up. So...now I
eagerly await next book in the series!”

Jack Fitzgerald, “Your typical litrpg. 5 stars is a bit generous but it's nice to see someone actually
stick with the genre throughout the book. The characters are all pretty similar and the world
building is minimal, but action is good, and the thought processes are interesting.My biggest
grumble is the constant "that's super rare" or "wow no ones ever seen that before". Seriously,
every aspect of the mc is "super rare", and all because he has an above average education. It's
as if he's the only player who went to university/ college in the entire world. "I understand atoms",
well good for you, but so do at least several million other people, so how come he's the only one
to benefit from it? Maybe if he went into quantum physics and quarks I'd accept it. But covalent
bonds? That's what we teach 15 year olds.”

RWB, “Great read. Enjoyed this take on the genre. I got attached to the main character and
looked forward to the developments from his activities. A slightly different take on magic than
normal and a good cast of supporting characters. Certainly with the time to read, I am keen to
get the next instalment added to my electronic collection!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very good. Enjoyed this greatly. Good characters, good plot, good
character development. Bit too many stats (these are not my bag) but this did not detract. Next



book please!”

The book by Levi Werner has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 1,587 people have provided feedback.
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